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General discussion
"Gut health": the new objective in medicine

In general, gut health can be defined as a state of physical and mental wellbeing in the absence of gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms. However, this definition does not cover the multiple aspects that are linked to gut health such as effective digestion and immune status. In this thesis different aspects of gut health were investigated, among other methods, by comparing characteristics of individuals without GI symptoms with those of individuals with a range of GI symptoms including irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) patients as a group with severe GI symptoms. IBS is a functional gastrointestinal disorder prevalent in 9-15% of the North European population that is characterized by altered bowel movements and symptoms of abdominal discomfort or pain.

In previous chapters of this thesis, we learned about the factors associated with gut microbiota composition, a panel of biomarkers to measure gut health, differences in dietary intake between individuals with and without GI symptoms, the effect of reduced gut health on quality of life (QoL) and the importance of large scale follow-up studies to study the complex interactions between the different aspects of gut health. Our knowledge about gut health is enriched by the results described in this thesis, however the inconclusive definition of gut health and the fact that it includes multiple domains continues to make research into gut health and the interpretation of its results challenging. In this final chapter I focus on several aspects of gut health in the extension of the findings described in previous chapters, including gastrointestinal symptoms, biomarkers, gut microbiota, mental health and food aspects, and make recommendations for future research.

Gastrointestinal symptoms and gut health

Presence of gastrointestinal symptoms is currently widely used in the diagnosis of gastrointestinal disorders. After exclusion of organic gastrointestinal disease, the diagnosis of functional gastrointestinal disorders depends on the type and level of GI symptoms. However, GI symptoms as a measure of gut health cannot be measured objectively. The first criteria for the diagnosis of IBS based on GI symptoms was reported by Manning in 1978, and included criteria related to abdominal pain and distension. Ten years later, in preparation for the 1988 International Congress of Gastroenterology in Rome, a working team produced guidelines for the management and study of IBS. In 1990, the Rome diagnostic criteria were broadened from IBS to include functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGIDs) encompassing 21 entities in five anatomical regions of the gut. Since then, the Rome foundation has published three revisions of the criteria for IBS and FGIDs. Recently, the fourth update of these criteria (the ROME-IV criteria) was released. Despite the consensus on the criteria for the definition of IBS, diagnosis remains largely subjective as it depends mostly on a subject’s own perception of symptoms. Recently, Mujagic et al. showed differences in GI symptom perception by comparing end-of-day GI symptom scores to the mean of scores taken at ten random time points during the day. They found the end-of-day GI symptoms scores were higher than the mean of the scores taken at multiple time points, which illustrates the recall bias in reporting GI symptoms. The survey method can also influence the
outcome. A self-administered questionnaire was found to lead to higher IBS prevalence rates compared to a personal interview. We saw this effect in our Lifelines Deep (LLD) cohort in the high prevalence of IBS (21%) diagnosed via self-administered questionnaire (Chapter 1) and in the difference in severity of GI symptoms in these population-based IBS patients (LLD) versus the clinical IBS patients (MIBS cohort) diagnosed via personal interview by the gastroenterologist (Chapter 8). One could speculate that the self-administered questionnaire leads to a diagnosis based on milder symptoms compared to a diagnosis based on more severe symptoms in personal interview. Objective measurement of gastrointestinal symptoms is not as yet possible, although more accurate measurement of symptoms, including severity and fluctuations over the course of the day, might be achieved via daily measurements at multiple time points via, for example, a smartphone app. Previous studies in IBS patients have found compliance rates between 77% and 88% for multiple-time-point assessment of GI symptoms via an electronic device. There is, in general, a bright future for more accurate data collection through smartphone apps as more people are now used to working with the device and are more willing to share their data, and apps provide immense health-monitoring opportunities that can be developed for different target populations.

**Biomarker view on gut health**

Viewing the gastrointestinal system as an organ, its physiology, including its immune system and barrier function, has been used as potential source of biomarkers. A biomarker, or biological marker, is defined as an indicator of a physiological or pathological state that can be objectively measured and evaluated. It should be simple and easy to use, non-invasive and reproducible, i.e. the intra- and inter-individual variability should be low. Thus far, the search for biomarkers for gut health has mainly focused on single biomarkers, e.g. calprotectin for gastrointestinal diseases like inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Interest has now shifted from single biomarkers to multiple biomarker panels for prediction of GI disease. Some panels have used serum biomarkers or a combination of gene expression and serology markers as a diagnostic test for IBS. Other panels have focused on plasma amino acid profiles or fecal markers of inflammation for IBD. Another panel also included clinical tools for the assessment of gut function. In 2015, Camilleri published a review of biomarkers in FGIDs, but concluded that no biomarkers were ready to be included as diagnostic tests for IBS and that future studies should focus on plasma serotonin levels, gut inflammatory state, colonic transit and bile acid malabsorption as relevant targets for identification of subgroups of patients with specific gastrointestinal symptoms. This conclusion illustrates that studying physiological aspects of the gut alone might not be the key to finding reliable markers for gut health and that a more systemic approach is needed.

During the biomarker selection process in the first phase of this thesis project, we took this into account by making sure to select biomarkers representing Bischoff’s five major aspects of gut health. For example, using fecal human-β-defensin-2 as a marker for defense against invading...
microbes and plasma citrulline as a measure for enterocyte mass. What we observed was that our integrated biomarker panel that included biomarkers from four out of five domains (sensitivity 88.1% and specificity 86.5%) outperformed most single or serum biomarkers (sensitivity 50.0-82.0% and specificity 64.0-90.0%) in discriminating between IBS patients and healthy controls (Chapter 8)\textsuperscript{13}. We thus showed the importance of a more systemic approach in assessment of gut health.

Another potentially powerful approach for examining gut health is the use of the volatile organic compound (VOC) profile of exhaled air (i.e. breathomics) as a reflection of the body’s metabolic state because the occurrence of chronic inflammation and/or oxidative stress can result in excretion of volatile compounds that generate a unique VOC pattern\textsuperscript{26}. We therefore collected exhaled air samples from our study participants at the same time point as fecal sample and blood sample collection, and established a panel of 16 exhaled air VOCs to discriminate between IBS patients and healthy controls\textsuperscript{27}. Moreover, this panel has potential to be used for the assessment of gut health since it correlated with gastrointestinal symptoms. Potential confounding factors that should be taken into account in analysis of breath samples are fiber intake\textsuperscript{28} and smoking habits\textsuperscript{29,30}. However, if these confounding factors are taken into account, for example via implementation of standard operating procedures, integrated breathomics devices such as e-noses provide output that has a high potential for use as biomarkers because these devices are non-invasive and can be produced at low cost.

VOCs can also be measured from fecal samples. This could be of particular interest in gut health research since the VOCs emitted from feces represent a combination of the effects of nutrition and digestion, health related metabolism and gut microbiota activity. Previous studies have shown differences in VOC patterns from fecal samples of patients with GI disorders including Clostridium difficile infection and IBS as compared to those from healthy controls (as recently reviewed by Chan et al).\textsuperscript{31} Moreover, fecal VOCs can be measured from frozen stool samples, making it possible to measure fecal biomarkers, microbiota composition and fecal VOCs in one stool sample.

Another important aspect of biomarker research is the validation of the biomarker (panel) to test how it performs in an independent group of subjects. To facilitate the feasibility of such validation studies, large population cohorts like LifeLines are crucial. Including participants from the general population will teach us about generalizability of a biomarker, whilst following the participants over time will provide valuable information about the performance of the biomarker under changing circumstances within the same individual, e.g. aging and changing health status. We tested the validity of the biomarker panel (Chapter 8)\textsuperscript{13} and the VOC panel\textsuperscript{27}, both developed in the Maastricht IBS cohort, in our population LLD cohort. From these studies we learned that the panels correlated well with GI symptoms in clinical IBS patients as well as in individuals with GI complaints from the general population. These findings offer opportunities for future assessment of gut health in the general population.
Gut bugs mark gut health

The gut microbiota is the heaviest aspect of gut health, since the trillions of bacteria that populate the human gut together weigh up to one kilogram. Different aspects of the microbiota, like the bacterial composition and the main functions of the bacterial species, could inform us about an individual’s gut health status. In general, more diversity in the microbiota composition is considered healthier. In studies of gut microbiota composition it is important to use standardized methods for fecal sample collection, transportation, storage, DNA isolation and microbiota composition analysis, as all these aspects could influence the microbiota composition measured. By using standardized methods for fecal sample collection and gut microbiota analysis in samples from more than 1000 individuals in the LifeLines DEEP cohort, we have identified 126 factors that influence microbiota composition and diversity, which together explain about 19% of microbiota variation. Broadly, dietary fibers and polyphenols, age and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol are associated with higher diversity, whilst high fat and sugar intake, chromogranin A (CgA) level, disease and medication are associated with lower diversity. However, high microbiota diversity does not necessarily imply high functional diversity. We saw this in our gluten-free diet (GFD) intervention study in which we observed increased bacterial functional activities, where the diversity (number of different bacteria) did not change but the microbiota composition (percentage of one group of bacteria versus another) did. These findings support the idea that different bacteria can execute a particular function such as digestion of starch. Nevertheless, the analysis of gut bacterial composition and bacterial functions are mainly based on incomplete, though regularly updated, databases, and we are just beginning to understand the potential of gut bacteria. There is still a need to unravel the functional consequences of interactions between microbiota and environmental or genetic factors. Recently, we described how genetics and genetic variation in innate immunity, the genes involved in metabolism and food molecules could shape the gut. We, for example, identified a strong association between a large intergenic region on chromosome 9 and the abundance of bacteria from the Blautia genus.

Identification of a microbiome signature for a healthy gut would provide opportunities for improved diagnosis and treatment of microbiota- and gut-health-related-diseases. Thus far, no comprehensive microbiota signature for IBS has been established because of differences between studies and variability between the subtypes of IBS. As an example of this variability, in IBS patients overall the abundance of Bacteroidetes was decreased but was increased in IBS patients with predominant symptoms of diarrhea (IBS-D) compared to controls. Nevertheless, our work did enhance our understanding of the microbiota and provided a first mapping of the important factors that interact with gut microbiota composition. A better understanding of the gut bacteria’s functions is needed to disentangle potential therapeutic targets to improve gut health.
Mental health and gut health (happy gut = happy person)

One of the intriguing factors of gut health that personally fascinates me is its relation to brain function – the gut-brain axis (GBA). This communication system between the central and generic nervous system links emotional and cognitive centers of the brain with intestinal functions. We see this reflected in both cohorts studied in this thesis in that we observe significantly lower scores for quality of life in patients with GI symptoms ranging from mild to severe (Chapter 7), as well as higher anxiety and depression scores in clinical IBS patients versus controls from the MIBS cohort (Chapter 6).

The mechanisms by which the gut microbiota exert an effect on the brain include the production of neurotransmitters (e.g. serotonin) and bacterial metabolites (e.g. short chain fatty acids), protection of the intestinal barrier, modulation of sensory nerves and mucosal immune regulation. Reciprocally, the brain also has the capacity to influence the gut via alterations in mucus production, motility, intestinal permeability and immune function. Elaborating on this involvement of the GBA in IBS, Mayer et al. described a model of IBS pathophysiology in which (epi)genetic factors influence the brain and gut, whose intermediate phenotypes interact with each other. When the balance of these factors is disturbed, normal gastrointestinal symptoms start to be consciously perceived, and this results in clinical IBS. The recent advances in –omics technologies provide the opportunity to study IBS from a systems biological perspective that includes changes in proteomics, transcriptomics and metabolomics. As we, for example, have shown on one level by identification of a biomarker profile of VOCs in our study of breathomics. Integration of this metabolomics profile from exhaled air with profiles from blood, genetics and microbiome data will further aid our understanding of gut health.

The importance of the mental component of IBS is also reflected in the new Rome criteria for FGIDs entitled: “Rome IV—Functional GI Disorders: Disorders of Gut-Brain Interaction”. Because of this interaction between gut and brain, we selected CgA as a potential biomarker for gut health as it is secreted by enteric, immune and endocrine cells, and has previously been linked to IBS. In our biomarker panel study, CgA was indeed selected as one of the eight out of fifteen measured biomarkers that contribute significantly to the biomarker panel for discriminating between IBS patients and healthy controls. We also confirmed previous findings of higher CgA excretion in IBS patients versus controls in both the MIBS and the LLD cohort, and discovered a strong association between fecal CgA level and microbiota composition. The median fecal CgA levels ranged from 9.4 in healthy controls to 11.1 in a general population sample (LLD) to 15.2 in clinical IBS patients. The fact that the CgA levels in the general population were higher compared to healthy controls is consistent with these healthy controls being preselected to exclude gastrointestinal symptoms, which makes them healthier in comparison to our general population sample in which the prevalence of FGIDs was 35% (Chapter 1). Moreover, CgA levels in the LLD cohort were associated with self-reported IBS (Chapter 4). In our GFD study we observed that levels of CgA did not change upon dietary intervention with gluten (Chapter 5), however in the large scale metagenomic analysis in 1135 subjects, we observed a negative correlation between CgA level...
and intake of fruit and vegetables. Moreover, we observed positive correlations of CgA level with softer stool type and stool frequency. This might link to gut transit time, as previous research showed higher CgA levels upon shorter colonic transit time. Overall, fecal CgA level seems to be an important aspect of gut health since it can be linked to the microbiota, gut complaints and dietary factors.

Thinking about Bischoff’s fifth criterion for gut health (overall wellbeing) and the well-known fact that individuals with GI complaints experience a reduced quality of life (confirmed in our cohorts (Chapter 7)), made us curious if, apart from health related factors, genetic factors could play a role in overall wellbeing. In our subsequent investigation, we identified 113 SNPs suggestively associated to QoL (Chapter 7.1). Interestingly, a considerable number of these SNPs (n=24) were associated to the two QoL domains ‘role’ that assess the extent to which the respondent experiences problems with work or other regular activities because of emotional or physical health problems. Though one cannot change their genetic background, these findings could be of guidance in treatment of individuals with GI symptoms as a factor to consider when assessing the impact of their complaints on work and daily activities. Treatment could, for example, focus on strategies to limit the impact of GI complaints on daily activities, which might eventually lead to improved QoL. Previous research showed a positive effect of cognitive behavioral therapy and hypnotherapy on QoL in IBS patients.

The food factor of gut health

The effect of diet on gut health is intriguing, since one needs a healthy gut for effective digestion and absorption of food while, at the same time, specific food components can exert an effect on gut health. In this thesis, we saw that GI symptoms can give rise to (unfavorable) changes in food intake (Chapter 6), and we also identified food factors that either positively or negatively affected gut microbiota diversity (Chapters 4 and 5). Collection of accurate dietary intake data is important to study the interactions between food components and gut microbiota in detail. However, current methods for the assessment of dietary intake are time consuming and plagued by reporting bias. Development of more efficient and accurate collection methods will be necessary to perform wide-scale longitudinal studies on food intake. Web-based (e.g. via smartphone or tablet) dietary assessment methods currently being implemented have proven to be efficient, cost-effective, less burdensome to respondents and reliable in assessment of food intake. Moreover, web-based applications can easily be combined with other (web-based) measurements at the same time point. Gill et al., for example, used a smart phone app to record dietary intake by having study participants photograph the foods they consumed and combined that with a wrist actimetry sensor for activity and sleep detection. This study demonstrated the value of this combination for the identification of dietary patterns, as well as its possibility to support improved dietary intake. Another study used a website for data collection on food intake (food items selected from a list), sleep and physical activity over one week. This data was combined with data from continuous blood glucose monitoring, microbiota composition, blood
parameters, questionnaires and anthropometrics to provide personalized nutritional advice to improve blood glucose levels. These examples show that wearable and/or portable devices could improve accurate measurement of biological and environmental factors. This relatively new area of research should be further explored for future research of gastrointestinal health.

Biomarkers for food intake should be considered as another strategy to improve the accuracy of dietary intake assessment. In 2012, Hedrick et al. systematically reviewed the literature on dietary biomarkers and described ten biomarkers related to macronutrients, e.g. fatty acids and animal protein, and five biomarkers related to other dietary components, e.g. caffeine and citrus. However, application of these biomarkers into practice was considered limited, since only the biomarkers urinary sucrose and fructose for sugar content and plasma alkylresorcinol for whole grain intake met all four biomarker criteria (validity, reproducibility, ability to detect changes over time and suitability for measurement in the general population). Beyond this single biomarker approach, food metabolomics, i.e. all metabolites directly derived from digestion and metabolism of food chemicals, have also been the focus of increasing interest in the search for biomarker profiles for food intake. An overview of previously identified metabolomic profiles for 40 dietary factors such as vegetables and salmon, obtained from urine, plasma or serum, is provided in the review of Scalbert et al. However, standardized procedures, reference databases and algorithms for data-analysis are still needed to support future food metabolomics research and eventually make these food metabolomics profiles suitable for use in practice. Nevertheless, biomaterial for measurement of food metabolomics will be relatively readily available in large cohort studies like LifeLines because blood and urine are collected on a regular basis. Food metabolomics would thus be an important factor to take into account in future assessment of gut health.

TABLE 1 | Schematic overview of adherence to biomarker criteria ranging from very bad (--) to excellent (+++) for different biomarkers of gut health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomarker</th>
<th>Simple*</th>
<th>Reliable**</th>
<th>Reproducible***</th>
<th>Non-invasive</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single from blood</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single from feces</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel from blood</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel from feces</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel combined blood and fecal markers</td>
<td>-+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-+</td>
<td>€€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOCs profile from exhaled air</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiota profile</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined VOCs and microbiota profile</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>€€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined microbiota profile, blood and fecal markers</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-+</td>
<td>€€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined VOCs and microbiota profile, blood and fecal markers, and food intake markers</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>€€€€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* simple also includes suitability for measurement in the general population, ** reliable also includes validity, i.e. objective measurement and evaluation, *** reproducible also includes detection of changes over time
Future perspectives

In summary, this thesis enriches our knowledge about different aspects of gut health ranging from bugs (microbiota analysis) to buttermilk (food intake), yet new questions have also arisen over the course of this research. The multifactorial nature of gut health challenges future researchers to think about new/improved methods for the analysis of gut health. It is evident that single biomarkers fail to fulfill the main biomarker criteria (simple, reliable, reproducible and non-invasive) (Table 1). In comparison, a panel of biomarkers has an improved biomarker performance and, as shown in this thesis, measurements from feces are simple and non-invasive. It is moreover recommended that measurements from different biomaterials be combined to better cover the broad spectrum of gut health domains (Table 1). Our findings on recent advances in microbiomics and breathomics further highlight the biomarker potential of these –omics techniques, as the integration of multiple aspects into one –omics profile increases reliability and reproducibility. At present, the highest potential for a biomarker for gut health would be one that integrates the different aspects of gut health measured systemically (i.e. –omics) with more local measures (i.e. biomarkers from feces and food intake). Future research should focus on this integration of different levels. There is also a need for better registration methods for gastrointestinal symptoms that take into account daily as well as day-to-day fluctuations. Ideally, food intake and psychological status should be assessed at the same time. Moreover, large scale microbiota studies with multiple follow-up moments are needed to further study the functional consequences of microbiota interaction with environmental and genetic factors. The work in this thesis supports the potential for large scale fecal sample collections, as it shows the willingness of participants to collect samples at home and store them in their home freezer to optimally preserve sample quality. A fifth important consideration for biomarker research is the cost of measurement (Table 1). The cost is still quite high because relatively new techniques are used while other techniques still need to be developed. However, as we have seen in GWAS analysis, improved techniques are often accompanied by reduced analysis costs. Further, the introduction of good gut health measurements will help decrease GI symptoms which will ultimately decrease societal costs by reducing work absenteeism and use of health care facilities.

Ultimately, the assessment of gut health via a “gutomics” profile (including data on microbiota, fecal and blood biomarkers, gastrointestinal symptoms, food intake and psychological status) should become available to everybody. This profile would help to deliver personal advice to the individual about gut health state including tips for improvement. This assessment should be non-invasive, easy to perform and log the acquired data to provide the opportunity for regular monitoring, e.g. via a portable device similar to a pedometer connected to a smartphone (Figure 1). Future research should contribute to the development of personalized probiotics and nutrition tuned to an individual’s microbiota, genetic make-up and lifestyle.
To conclude, gastrointestinal health is an important health parameter that deserves a good assessment method to aid the development of therapeutic targets for improvement of gastrointestinal health and overall quality of life.

**FIGURE 1** | A model for future gut health monitoring and supplementation. (A) Data collection on food intake, gastrointestinal complaints and wellbeing via smartphone, and collection of volatile organic compounds from feces and air, microbiota and biomarker analysis via electronic device. (B) Gut health scores can be followed through Apps on mobile phones for example. (C) Suggestions for personalized administration of dietary advice and supplement with specific beneficial bacteria. (D) The App will show changes after follow-up measurement.
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